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 Dear Readers,  

Welcome to the second issue of our KULIMA MIERA 

programme newsletter in 2019! A lot has happened in 

the past months and we’re delighted to share a selec-

tion of highlights and recent developments with you.  

This issue takes a closer look at the positive impact 

our work has had on Mpepa Cooperative, the topic of 

gender within the programme as well as in the field, 

and NCPA’s market assessment. It also showcases 

the final results of the project ‘Support for Strengthen-

ing Malawi’s Oilseed Value Chains Through the Pri-

vate Sector’ and gives an overview of the kick-off 

workshop for our three new value chains. A summary 

of the programme’s contribution to GIZ Malawi ‘s first 

Digital Solutions Sensitizing Workshop rounds out 

this issue of the newsletter. 

We hope you enjoy reading! 

Best regards, 

Florian Bernhardt 
KULIMA MIERA Team 
Leader  

Editorial 

ACE Agricultural Commodity Exchange for Africa 

CARD  Centre for Agricultural Research and Develop
 ment  

DCAF Donor Committee on Agriculture and Food 
 Security  

EPA Extension Planning Area 

EU  European Union  

FBS  Farmer Business School  

FO  Farmer Organization 

GAP  Good Agriculture Practices  

GIAE  Green Innovation Centres for the Agriculture and 
 Food Sector  

HQCF High Quality Cassava Flour 

IBM  Inclusive Business Model  

MIS Market Information System 

MSME  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises  

NAIP  National Agricultural Investment Plan  

NCPA National Cassava Processor Association of Ma
 lawi 

NES  National Export Strategy  

RLEEP Rural Livelihood Economic Enhancement Pro
 gramme  

RTCDT Root & Tuber Crops Development Trust 

STA  Sub Traditional Authority  

VC Value Chain 

WRS Warehouse Receipt System 

Members of Mpepa Cooperative at the warehouse shop ©GIZ/Mascha Wendler
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FO Cycle: Transforming Lives at Mpepa Cooperative  

By Yvonne Glorius, KULIMA MIERA 

On June 11, 2019, 

the Donor Com-

mittee on Agricul-

ture and Food Se-

curity (DCAFS) 

organized a field 

visit to Kasungu 

District. Different 

stakeholders in-

cluding project 

implementors 

such as Kasungu 

ADD, CIP, FAO 

and the District 

Commissioner 

(DC) representa-

tive joined the trip. 

The overall objec-

tive of the DCAFS 

field visit was to 

view and appreci-

ate the work per-

formed by different implementors in the district.  

The trip also included a visit to Mpepa, a coopera-

tive that KULIMA MIERA has been supporting 

since 2017 in strengthening and building the organ-

ization’s as well as individual members’ capacity to 

be more reliant and business-minded. By directly 

working with the cooperative and providing demand

-driven, needs-based trainings including the Farmer 

Business School (FBS), the Farmer Organization 

Training and Coaching Cycle (FO Cycle), the pro-

gramme has not only assisted Mpepa Cooperative 

in establishing connections with structured markets. 

It has also contributed to a better understanding of 

topics such as business planning and manage-

ment, marketing skills, group dynamics, record 

keeping, bulk purchase and collective marketing. 

The changes that these interventions initiated re-

flect the cooperative’s enhanced connectivity and 

business acumen. While the cooperative started 

out with producing 8 metric tons of soya, it was 

able to increase its sales to Sunseed Oil Limited, 

their main buyer, to about 45 metric tons in the first 

half of 2019 alone. In addition, the cooperative has 

established a shop at the warehouse to sell grocer-

ies to the local community and is already planning 

on investing in an oil-extraction machine for soya to 

add value to their products.  

With the capacity building measures came also a 

change in attitudes. “Us farmers realized that there 

is a business in agriculture”, explained Mr Billy 

Mgala, Vice Chairman Secretary of Mpepa, during 

the tour of Mpepa’s facilities. As a consequence, 

Mpepa Cooperative has set itself a number of am-

bitious business goals:   

• Increase of members’ income through savings 

and improved productivity and profitability as 

well as market linkages 

• Bulk input purchase of fertilizer, inoculant, 

herbicides and certified seed for soy and maize 

• Improve internal record keeping for all coopera-

tive activities  

Mpepa Cooperative is a great example of what ca-

pacity building activities can achieve – or to put it in 

the words of Mr Davison Mkhala, former Chairman 

of Mpepa:  The FO Cycle “has truly transformed 

our lives.”  

 

Mpepa Cooperative started 

in 2013 as an association 

with 240 members. Current-

ly, the cooperative has a total of 

360 members of which 210 are male and 150 

are female. With assistance from the Centre 

for Agricultural Research and Development 

(CARD) and funding from the Rural Livelihood 

 i 

Members of Mpepa Cooperative at the warehouse shop ©GIZ/Mascha Wendler 
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Open Samala House Day: Digitalising Farmers’ Access to Markets with the 
ACE Market Information System 
By Mascha Wendler, KULIMA MIERA 

On June 13, GIZ Malawi held its first Digital Solutions 

Sensitizing Workshop under the title “Open Samala 

House Day”. The aim of the event that was supported 

by six projects of GIZ Malawi, including KULIMA 

MIERA, was to share progress and insights from 

working with digital tools within the different projects. 

The presented tools varied from being developed by or 

in cooperation with partners or within the projects.  

KULIMA MIERA contributed to the event with the 

support of its partner Agricultural Commodity 

Exchange for Africa (ACE) that introduced the 

enthusiastic audience to its Market Information System 

(MIS). ACE is a service provider that links farmers to 

markets. KULIMA MIERA aims to increase access to 

market information for Farmers, Farmer Organisations 

and MSMEs which enables informed decision making 

around commodity production and marketing. With 

sound market information, leading businesses, 

farmers and traders are able to make better decisions 

while also providing them with increased bargaining 

power. KULIMA MIERA has been partnering with ACE 

to improve access to market information.  

The ACE MIS is a tool used for the collection, 

recording, analysis and dissemination of agri-market 

information. Developed by ACE in partnership with 

Avenir Technologies Ltd, the MIS plays a key role in 

ACE’s activities and is a central part of ACE’s 

Commodity Trade Platform. The farmers are 

registered in the MIS with basic information such as 

their name, telephone number, location (District, EPA) 

and crops that they are growing and/or trading. 

The MIS allows ACE to keep track of the farmers they 

interact with through a range of activities. ACE does 

this by assigning ‘tags’ to farmers based on the FO 

they are part of and what services they have received 

(e.g. ACE Marketing School, Trade Facilitation, 

Warehouse Receipt Finance).  

Before ACE’s presentation, the audience was given 

the chance to register to the MIS. This allowed Mr 

Peter Pemba, the IT Manager of ACE, to demonstrate 

one of the MIS features, the SMS platform that sends 

out Trade Alerts, Market Price Alerts, and Price 

Differentials to the farmers.  

During the presentation one of 

the MIS features was demonstrat-

ed: the SMS platform that sends 

out Trade Alerts, Market Price 

Alerts, and Price Differentials to 

the farmers ©GIZ/Mascha 

Wendler 
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Based on the sent-out information, Mr. Pemba 

complemented his vivid presentation by calling ACE’s 

223 Call Centre to demonstrate how it supports 

farmers’ ability to make informed decisions. 

Mrs Bridget Fulagambe, Coordinator at KULIMA 

MIERA’s partner Root & Tuber Crops Development 

Trust (RTCDT), emphasized her organization’s 

interest in the MIS as it would improve their ability to 

reach beneficiaries. Institutions using the MIS can log-

in to their own user interface to access their complete 

farmer database and use the SMS platform to get in 

touch with them. 

Throughout the day ACE held two presentations, each 

well-attended by in total about 42 visitors. The 

audience consisted of GIZ Malawi and especially 

KULIMA MIERA partners, many from the agricultural 

and private sector. 

For Mr Charles Sandram the MIS was an unexpected 

discovery as he attended the Open Samala House 

Day in his position as the Nursing Officer of the Mua 

Mission Hospital to find out about the digital 

innovations in the health sector. As a side business, 

Mr Sandram runs a farm with his uncle in Mchinji, and 

he clearly identified the benefits being registered in the 

MIS could have for them: “It would encourage us to 

produce more because we could easily find out about 

markets to sell to.” 

For more information about the ACE MIS, please 

contact ace@aceafrica.org 

 

What is ACE?  

Agricultural Commodity Exchange for 

Africa (ACE) is a service provider which 

links smallholder farmers and traders to 

structured markets through the provision of market 

information, trade facilitation and access to a 

Warehouse Receipt System. ACE addresses gaps in 

agricultural VCs that prevent farmers from becoming 

integrated and competitive market actors by providing 

supporting functions to the VC. ACE comprises three 

core pillars: Market Information, the Warehouse 

Receipt System (WRS) and Trade Facilitation. 

 i 

Peter Pemba presenting the ACE Market Information System to the audience at the “Open Samala House Day” ©GIZ/Mascha Wendler 

http://www.aceafrica.org/
http://www.aceafrica.org/
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By Elizabeth Molloy, C12 Consultants 

In late 2018, KULIMA MIERA commissioned a consul-

tancy project to analyse the gender dynamics of agri-

cultural value chains and to support the mainstreaming 

of gender and youth concerns through project activities.  

A review of key project documents was made, inter-

views were held with project staff, and Farmer Organi-

sations in Ntchisi and Salima were visited. 

The initial analysis indicated that KULIMA MIERA is a 

gender inclusive programme, with high numbers of fe-

male participants. KULIMA MIERA promotes the wel-

fare of women through increased income and employ-

ment, as well as women’s access to project activities by 

ensuring that trainings etc. are gender sensitive. KU-

LIMA MIERA does not, however, engage in any activi-

ties that could be considered gender transformative. 

While the project was not designed to do so, KULIMA 

MIERA could proactively engage in more gender trans-

formative measures.  

The research in Ntchisi and Salima found that value 

chain functions are highly gendered with specific tasks 

assigned to men and others to women.  In some cases, 

when tasks are similar in importance and in labour bur-

den (e.g. women do weeding while men do land clear-

ing), this is not necessarily a problem. However, when 

women are involved in the low status labour intensive 

tasks, while men control the sale of produce and deci-

sion making around money earned through agriculture, 

the gendered division is a problem, and requires inter-

vention.  

‘Who is responsible for selling the produce?’ and ‘Who 

decides how that money is spent?’ are vital value chain 

functions to explore as they hold the key to influence 

and agency, and ultimately dictate who will gain from 

the ‘more income and employment’ that KULIMA 

MIERA promotes.  KULIMA MIERA has made good 

progress towards improving income and employment at 

the household level. However, when one looks deeper 

into household dynamics, it may be found that unless 

interventions are targeted in a gender transformative 

way, they may only benefit those household members 

who control income, with little change in the lives of 

women and children. 

In order to ensure that both women and men benefit 

from project interventions, planning for future pro-

gramme cycles should consider tackling some of the 

stereotypes about how men and women use money, as 

well as providing opportunities for husbands and wives 

to make decisions and budget together. The upcoming 

National Gender Learning Conference that KULIMA 

MIERA is supporting will provide opportunities to learn 

from other organisations that are directly working on 

these challenges and follow a gender transformative 

approach. 

Assessing Gender within KULIMA MIERA 

A farmer in Salima listing the key income sources of his house-

hold ©GIZ/Mascha Wendler 
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By Mascha Wendler,  KULIMA MIERA 

As a next step in this consultancy further field research 

was conducted to examine how key decisions around 

income from value chains are made, both in house-

holds and within Farmer Organisation (FO) leadership, 

to identify opportunities for KULIMA MIERA to support 

women to increase their influence and control over 

income earned through value chains and to thereby 

transform their role within the household and commu-

nity.  

In June 2019, focus group discussions with the same 

groups that participated in the previous research on 

value chain functions in Ntchisi and Salima were held. 

This time the consultancy looked into how decisions 

are made on household-level and if the membership in 

a FO influences how these decisions are made. Farm-

ing is often considered as a family business; therefore, 

the whole household takes part in discussions around 

investments or selling. However, final decisions are 

often taken by the head of the household – who, in in 

most cases, is a man. Additionally, men have more 

freedom to take decisions without consulting with their 

wives than vice versa. 

Nonetheless, one of the take-aways from this research 

is when a woman is part of the FO, either with or with-

out her husband being a member, she feels more in-

volved in decision making, for instance regarding 

budgeting. The women emphasized how they under-

stand processes better now thanks to the membership 

in the FO and through trainings like the FO-Cycle. Es-

pecially women, whose husbands are not members of 

the FO, pointed out the affirming effect on their ability 

to contribute to decision making within the household. 

Especially for female-headed households the income 

they receive through the FO helps them to invest in 

other businesses that they run beside farming and that 

improves their income. Overall, it was found that these 

side-businesses play a crucial role for women in gain-

ing an independent income that allows them to decide 

how it should be invested. Future interventions should 

focus on these side-businesses as they carry the po-

tential to increase women’s bargaining power within 

the household. 

Female FO-

members in 

Salima 

during the 

focus group 

discussion 

on house-

hold-level 

decision 

making 

©GIZ/

Mascha 

Wendler 

 

 

Observations from the Field: Household-Level Decision Making in Farm-
ing Families in Ntchisi and Salima  
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KULIMA MIERA Partners with National Cassava Processors Association 
(NCPA) to Support Cassava Value Chain 
By Ian Foster, Foster Lewis 

The NCPA with the support of KULIMA MIERA and 

Foster Lewis Business Services Ltd. (Foster Lewis), 

has recently completed a market assessment and five-

year strategic plan to support the association and the 

strengthening of the cassava value chain. 

The assessment examined the market for High Quality 

Cassava Flour (HQCF), a product derived from fresh 

cassava roots, and focused particularly on local mar-

kets within reach of proces-

sors. Since raw cassava root is 

abundant in Malawi, supply is 

not an issue for processors. 

However, the market for HQCF 

remains small (approx. MWK 

14m per year) and under-

developed for a variety of rea-

sons, including: 

• A consumer preference for 

kondoole (another kind of 

cassava flour), leading to 

processing capacity priori-

tized for kondoole over 

HQCF 

• Processors are not certi-

fied by Malawi Bureau of 

Standards (MBS) 

• Many processors have 

broken or poorly condi-

tioned machinery 

Generally, there is limited knowledge of HQCF and its 

benefits in Malawi and its supply has not been con-

sistent enough to sustain demand. Although HQCF has 

a range of industrial uses, so far its use is limited to 

mandazi bakers and some bread bakeries.  

The strategic plan 

Informed by the market assessment, Foster Lewis sup-

ported NCPA through a series of workshops in devel-

oping an actionable five-year strategic plan. The work-

shops used a range of collaborative tools, including the 

Business Model Canvas to ensure concrete objectives 

were developed with the full ownership of the NCPA. 

The resulting plan sets out the roadmap for NCPA to 

develop itself, its members and the HQCF market. 

The NCPA Executive Committee fully adopted the stra-

tegic plan. The four key Strategic Pillars of the plan are: 

(1) Institutional Capacity, (2) Value Chain Develop-

ment, (3) Stakeholder Relationships, and (4) Member 

Services. 

Within these pillars, NCPA 

identified important priority 

activities. These include re-

vamping the NCPA govern-

ance structure, expanding 

the HQCF markets ad-

dressed by NCPA, support-

ing certain members to-

wards certification, and 

building out a data manage-

ment system. 

Way-forward and impact 

of the cassava value chain 

As NCPA, with the support 

from KULIMA MIERA, be-

gins to implement its new 

strategic plan, it aims to pro-

vide support to various 

stakeholders across the cas-

sava value chain. In the long 

run, the aim is to support 

farmers’ income and reduce Malawi’s wheat imports. 

Aside from Universal Industries, which processes its 

own HQCF, the assessment identified only one indus-

trial buyer of HQCF. This points to a need to build the 

capacity of processors to deliver reliable supply of a 

sufficient quality and volume to attract investment in 

industries and products that use HQCF as a key ingre-

dient, such as pharmaceuticals, brewing and food pro-

cessing. 

Desintegration  of cassava flour ©GIZ/Anna Wanetschek 
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By Paul Gardner-Yvelin de Beville, TechnoServe 

The project Support for Strengthening Malawi’s 

Oilseed Value Chains Through the Private Sector 

was officially closed on 30 April 2019 after two-and-

a half years of implementation. Jointly funded by 

the GIZ programmes More Income and Employ-

ment in Rural Areas of Malawi (MIERA) and Green 

Innovation Centres for the Agriculture and Food 

Sector (GIAE), the project kicked off on 1 October 

2016 to con-

tribute to the 

development 

of inclusive 

sunflower, 

soybean, 

and ground-

nuts supply 

chains in 

Malawi.  

The initiative 

was carried 

out by Tech-

noServe 

over the course 

of two crop 

seasons (2017-2018 and 2018-2019) in collabora-

tion with four selected early-stage processors as 

well as their affiliated smallholder farmers in Na-

mitete, Kasungu, Rumphi, and Karonga districts to 

strengthen their business linkages. Specific assis-

tance for farmers included access to knowledge as 

well as improved agriculture inputs on credit, while 

processors were facilitated support in processing, 

marketing, and meeting industry standards for certi-

fication. 

In 2019, implementation focused mainly on the 

completion of two activities. While two processors, 

namely Homes Industry and Bowe Cooperative, 

received support on how to effectively implement 

their marketing strategies and increase sales, 

smallholder farmers were trained in Pre and Post-

harvest Handling, Crop Residue and Soil Manage-

ment, which included Good Agriculture Practices 

(GAP) field visits to demonstration plots established 

during the GAP training in late 2018.  

The successful implementation of activities during 

the project’s final months reflects its overall positive 

outcome. Over the course of crop seasons 2017-

2018 and 

2018-2019, 

the majority 

of the pro-

ject’s targets 

were 

achieved, 

partially 

even beyond 

expectation. 

Targeted 

processors 

and farmers 

received 

considerable 

support, en-

abling them to develop their business, their ties, 

and their market access, thereby contributing to 

strengthening all three value chains. Figure 1 high-

lights selected achievements of the project. 

To ensure farmers’ resilience and sustainability in 

the long run, special emphasis should be put on 

continuously communicating on agriculture practic-

es that create a virtuous cycle. Moreover, the exist-

ence of multiple initiatives supporting actors in simi-

lar agriculture value chains in and around the pro-

ject’s targeted areas presents a unique opportunity 

for further cooperation and to leverage each organi-

zation’s expertise and experience to simultaneously 

augment project impacts. 

Figure 1: Selected achievements of the project Support for Strengthening Malawi’s 
Oilseed Value Chains Through the Private Sector 

Completion of TechnoServe’s Support for Strengthening Malawi’s 
Oilseed Value Chains Through the Private Sector 
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Questions, feedback or topic ideas for our next newsletter?  

Please send an email to florian.bernhardt@giz.de  

By Dumisani Matundu, GFA 

As part of its upscaling, KULIMA MIERA has extended 

its support to three value chains: chilli/paprika, macada-

mia and rice. To kick off this new area of work, the pro-

gramme organized an introductory workshop on June 6, 

2019. Over 50 participants attended the event at Ufulu 

Gardens Hotel, including 

representatives from the 

Malawi Government, the 

European Union (EU) and 

the German Embassy as 

well as private sector part-

ners, representatives from 

farmer organisations and 

consultants who supported 

the inception of the scale-up 

of the new value chains.  

Deputy Head of Coopera-

tion at the Germany Embas-

sy in Malawi, Mrs Dagmar 

Krenz, and the Director for 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) and Co-

operative Development, Mr Wiskes Mkombezi, officially 

opened the workshop, which aimed at providing an over-

view of the programme’s interventions and soliciting 

feedback from key stakeholders to leverage lessons 

learnt in similar projects. In his remarks, Mr Mkombezi 

emphasized that employment is a key government priori-

ty and that the programme was therefore well aligned to 

government policies such as the National Export Strate-

gy (NES) and the National Agricultural Investment Plan 

(NAIP). The sentiments were also echoed by Mrs Krenz 

who augmented that “Increasing incomes and creating 

jobs in rural areas are critical for improving lives in Mala-

wi. The private sector has to play 

a leading role in this develop-

ment, if it is meant to be sustaina-

ble.” 

The risks, opportunities and criti-

cal success factors for Inclusive 

Business Models (IBMs) in the 

value chains identified during the 

breakaway and plenary sessions 

will feed directly into strengthen-

ing the programme implementa-

tion moving forward. The deliber-

ations, however, did not only ben-

efit KULIMA MIERA. Participants 

appreciated the open learning 

atmosphere. Mr Duncan McDavid, the managing director 

for Tropha, noted that the discussion on IBM was a key 

highlight for him: “Listening to the IBM models discussed 

by a neutral party was interesting, I am glad one of the 

representatives of our supplier group was present. I wish 

many more smallholders were here to hear about the 

IBM from an objective perspective.” 

Scaling-Up: Kick-Off Workshop for Rice, Macadamia and Chilli/Paprika 
Value Chains 

Presentation of risks, opportunities and success factors for IBMs 

©Matthias Plewa 


